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The 2018 financial year saw solid returns for investors but it was a story of two halves. While the first half year was strong as global share markets 
moved to factor in stronger global growth and profits helped by US tax cuts (which were only legislated in December), the last six months have 
been messier and more constrained as concerns about the potential impact of rising US interest rates rattled sharemarkets in early February. 
More recently growing alarm at President Trump’s decision to impose tariffs on a range of imported goods and commodities, has raised the 
spectre of a trade war between the world’s two largest economies, the US and China. 

Conditions for Australian investors have also moderated in 2018, with a tightening of lending standards imposed by the bank regulator, APRA, in 
March 2017 finally taking the heat out of the east coast residential property market, particularly Sydney. The commencement of hearings by the 
Royal Commission into banking, superannuation and financial services has also surfaced some questionable banking practices, dampening the 
valuations of some of the largest companies on the Australian sharemarket. While the financial sector has struggled so far in 2018, other sectors, 
including healthcare and consumer staples, have performed strongly.

The table below shows asset class returns for the financial year just ended:

Key lessons for investors from the last FY: 

• Be cautious of the crowd – Bitcoin provided a classic 
reminder of this with its price peaking at $US19,500 just 
when everyone was getting interested in December , only to 
then plunge 70% in price. 

• Maintain a well-diversified portfolio – while cash, bonds and 
some yield sensitive listed assets had a tougher time, a well-
diversified portfolio performed well. 

• Try to ignore the “noise from the news”. Throughout all of 
FY18’s “Trade wars” talk and “North Korea Threats” the 
markets continued upwards, despite people’s fears of their 
effects on the market.
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Interest Rates 

The last time the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) changed the official cash rate was almost two years ago in August 2016, when the rate was 
reduced from 1.75% p.a to its current 1.5% p.a. This is now the longest consecutive period without a change in the official cash rate since at least 
1990, highlighting the fact that domestic economic conditions continue to remain subdued.

Recent RBA comments suggest that the Bank is increasingly concerned about the effect of any rate rise on household consumption, given that 
incomes have been growing more modestly than anticipated while household debt remains high. The prospect of a rate rise before 2019 has 
receded somewhat as a consequence, with some market commentators even raising the possibility that the next rate movement may be down 
rather than up.

With headline inflation currently running at 1.9% pa, Cash is delivering an inflation-adjusted pre-tax return of -0.1% p.a. at present.

Key implications for investors re cash: 

• Don’t expect large increases in fixed income returns.

• Interest rates are unlikely to return to normal levels seen in 
the past due to high amounts of both government debt and 
personal debt.  However they will increase over time. 

• The key reason to hold cash should be for any immediate 
expenditure such as a holiday, car or for investment buying 
opportunities when markets correct.  
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Property

The slowing in Sydney and Melbourne residential property prices, first evident late last year, has definitely taken the upwards momentum out of 
the residential property market. The market took some time to adjust to tighter lending standards imposed on the banks in early 2017, with these 
policy adjustments not showing up in a softening of house prices on the east coast until September.

The scrutiny of bank lending practices has also been significantly amplified by the recent Royal Commission hearings into lending practices, with 
banks responding by adjusting loan assessment procedures and tightening lending standards. These changes are likely to disadvantage property 
investors, who will find it harder to finance property acquisitions, but could equally disadvantage first home buyers who may find themselves 
having to save a larger deposit as banks adjust their loan-to-valuation ratios downward.

According to data from CoreLogic, Sydney dwelling values have fallen some 5% over the past year, while Melbourne values have softened by 2% 
since the start of the year. Among the other capital cities it’s a case of a north/south divide, with Darwin prices falling 8% over the past year, while 
Hobart prices have risen an astonishing 12%, albeit off a relatively low base.

Key implications for investors re property: 

• The chart on the left shows the correlation between property 
prices and debt, with banks slowing lending , property price 
rises will also slow.

• Property returns will likely be much lower over the next 2-4 
years. 

• Many Interest Only loans will soon convert to Principle and 
Interest Loans, which may see investors monthly repayments 
increase by 30% to 100% from their current level.  This 
would put further downward pressure on property prices.
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Shares

End of financial year returns for key asset classes were strong, with shares leading the way, posting double digit returns. As discussed in previous 
issues of our Investment Outlook Reports, we believe we are heading into an environment of increased share market volatility. This in itself is not 
a negative thing for astute investors, as it can bring up investment opportunities in a market where most assets have been priced at fair to 
expensive value territory in recent years. 

While we expect volatility to rise, key economic indicators such as the unemployment rates, manufacturing and consumer confidence indicators 
across key economies remain conducive to growth in the near term. Share market valuations remain fair to expensive, however the increased 
volatility in some sectors has created some early signs of valuation support. Overall, we believe we a heading into an environment where 
investment selection will become increasingly important and the gap between ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ across and within asset classes will likely 
increase.  The chart below shows the returns from share markets over the past year:

Key implications for investors re shares: 

• Expect share markets to have increased volatility,    
especially if inflation starts to raise it’s head.

• We expect any correction in the next 12-18 months 
to be modest enough that it is unlikely to need 
changes in portfolio asset allocations.  

• We are constantly watching for any change in the 
above situation and monitoring opportunities to 
buy.  
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The key themes for 2019 are likely to be:

Global growth to remain strong
Global growth is likely to be around 3.7%, ranging from around 2% in advanced countries to around 6% in China, with the US receiving a (short 
term) boost from tax cuts. We expect the US central bank to increase interest rates four times in 2019, coupled with corporate tax cuts (from 35% 
to 21%) to supercharge short term US growth. Global macro-economic conditions are the best they have been since the global financial crisis and 
for the time being, we expect this will continue.

Australian Federal Election
Although we can’t predict the Australian election outcome, which must happen before May 2019, according to the polls Labor are the favourites 
to win. Based on several policies submitted by the Labor government this year including changes to the current dividend imputation system, 
increased capital gains tax and changes to property negative gearing, from an investment standpoint, we believe these will suppress economic 
growth and would be negative for the share and property markets. 

Political risks may have more impact
US political risk is likely to become more of a focus again (with the November mid-term elections likely to see the Republicans lose the House and 
the risk that Trump may resort to populist policies like protectionism to shore up his support). Trade tensions will also be in the headlines.

Interest rates
We expect Australian interest rates could be on hold for a prolonged period. While the direction of interest rates is unclear, expectations are that 
the next move will be up. With no wage inflation and no clear catalyst that will see domestic economic growth surprise on the upside in short-to-
medium term, interest rates should remain on hold. However, if we continue to see sluggish domestic growth a rate cut may be on the horizon.

Expect volatility
Global share markets have been too quite for sometime now, share markets are and will always be volatile, share prices move both up and down. 
In the 2019FY, we expect to see a number of short sharp corrections in share markets. Remember these corrections make great opportunities to 
buy quality assets at a discount. 
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Here are 4 things to consider in volatile markets:

1) Ignore the news headlines
Generally, most people don't pay too much attention to the stock market or spend much time thinking about it. But when markets fall 
dramatically media outlets love to run the ‘world is ending’ news headlines. Every share market investor would have endured many
crashes in the past and will continue to face them in the future. The trick is to ride them out and stick with your plan. You will eventually 
be rewarded for stomaching the volatility. 

2) Understand that volatility comes with investing in shares
Most people, even those in retirement, need the long-term earning potential of shares to ensure they meet their financial goals. Owning 
shares can be painful in the short term however that is the price you pay for the long term higher returns shares offer. The share market 
often makes very large moves in a short period of time. Don’t panic, think about your long-term plan and what kind of assets you need to 
get there. Remember that share markets have been through volatility before, many times and much worse. These bouts of stress are why 
shares return more than other assets.

3) Keep the long-term perspective in mind
Volatile times in the share market make us feel like we need to do something, reacting out of panic is rarely a good strategy. Don't blindly 
sell shares because they are suffering. Investors who sell shares and hold cash are stuck sitting on the sidelines and can end up missing the 
bulk of a share recovery. 

4) Hold cash and look for opportunities
A market correction provides the best investment opportunities and you should look to buy quality assets at cheaper prices. Therefore 

holding some cash in your portfolio for opportunities is a very good idea. 
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Disclaimer: This update/article has been prepared by Aspirations Wealth Group Pty Ltd,  authorised representative of 
Aspirations Private Wealth Pty Ltd, Australian Financial Services Licence Number 503889. Any advice contained in this 
article is general advice only and does not take into consideration the participants personal circumstances. To avoid 
making a decision not appropriate to you the content should not be relied upon or act as a substitute for receiving 
financial advice suitable to your circumstances.  Any reference to the participants actual circumstances is entirely 
coincidental.  When considering a financial product please consider the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and our 
Financial Services Guide (FSG).


